
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

September 14, 2022 

 

 

The Honorable Gina M. Raimondo  

Secretary of Commerce 

U.S. Department of Commerce  

1401 Constitution Avenue NW  

Washington, DC 20230 

 

Dear Secretary Raimondo: 

 

 I am writing to share concerns that a constituent recently brought to my attention regarding 

the implementation of the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (“IIJA”). One of the objectives 

of the legislation was to provide investment funding to help connect Americans in unserved and 

underserved areas to high-speed broadband services.  

 

The National Telecommunications and Information Administration’s (“NTIA”) recent 

Notice of Funding Opportunities (“NOFOs”) for the $42.45 billion Broadband, Equity, Access, and 

Deployment (“BEAD”) program, and the $1 billion Middle Mile (“MM”) program, takes first steps 

to do that. These NOFOs follow key aspects of Congress’ direction to deploy these resources 

effectively. However, in a letter dated August 18, 2022 from 13 Senators to you, several areas in 

the NOFOs were identified that undermine or conflict with congressional intent and the plain 

language of IIJA.1 Moreover, the August 18, 2022 letter identified certain provisions of the NOFOs 

that not only go beyond the authority granted to NTIA, but also discourage or deter broad provider 

participation.  

 

  Another critical component in NTIA’s NOFOs that suffers from such similar shortcomings 

that was not referenced in the August 18, 2022 letter is NTIA’s new standby irrevocable Letter of 

Credit (“L/C”) requirement. Under this requirement, for a broadband provider to be eligible for a 

grant under the MM and BEAD programs, it must obtain a standby irrevocable L/C from a bank 

that equals 25% of the grant amount. For the reasons provided below, this L/C requirement 

contravenes the IIJA because it prevents the “distribut[ion of] the funds in an equitable and 

nondiscriminatory manner” to all broadband providers, both small and big.  

 

 
1 Letter from United States Senators Susan M. Collins, Rob Portman, Roger Wicker, James E Risch, Michael D. 

Crapo, Charles E. Grassley, Thom Tillis, Deb Fischer, Kevin Cramer, Richard Burr Bill Cassidy, Roy Blunt, Mitt 

Romney, to Honorable Gian M. Raimondo, Secretary of Commerce, U.S. Department of Commerce (dated Aug. 18. 

2022) (“August 18, 2022 letter”), available at 

https://senatorkevincramer.box.com/s/k68j0tc2hpypnnq0rb54lo589491nsfk. 

https://senatorkevincramer.box.com/s/k68j0tc2hpypnnq0rb54lo589491nsfk
https://iqconnect.lmhostediq.com/iqextranet/iqClickTrk.aspx?&cid=MD01AH&crop=14419QQQ14694556QQQ7993410QQQ883634&report_id=&redirect=http%3a%2f%2fharris.house.gov%2f&redir_log=965770309219167


 

  First, this L/C requirement improperly preferences well-funded large and small providers. 

Requiring a standby irrevocable L/C from a bank basically requires having separate funds that equal 

25% of grant amount held in a separate and liquid account with the bank during the term of project’s 

construction period. As a result, NTIA’s L/C requirement preferences (1) large providers and (2) 

small providers with well-funded parents, affiliates or investors that have significant spare funds 

available to set aside for this period to satisfy this significant financial obligation. In contrast, small, 

nimble, and efficient providers of broadband, without such well-funded parents, affiliates, or 

investors, typically do not have such significant spare funds available to satisfy this financial 

obligation. As a result, the NTIA NOFOs prevent such smaller providers from participating in the 

MM and BEAD programs. The process under these grant programs should not preordain potential 

winners or losers, but rather give all broadband providers across United States—both big and 

small—a fair chance to participate in these programs.  

 

  Second, the L/C requirement is not justified or appropriate. The requirement does not 

demonstrate a broadband provider’s financial capability to provide the high-quality broadband 

services or the financial viability associated with its proposed projects in these MM and BEAD 

programs. Rather, the L/C requirement simply requires that the provider which is awarded a grant 

under these programs have significant liquid funds available to place in a cash account with the 

bank during the construction of the project. In fact, a provider’s proposed project itself could 

conceivably have no financial viability whatsoever and be excessive, with outlandish costs but 

would nevertheless be considered a viable project under these programs because the applicant 

simply has spare funds to satisfy NTIA’s L/C requirement.   

   

  Third, the L/C requirement imposes an unreasonable financial burden on all applicants to 

the BEAD and MM programs, especially small providers, because it is imposed on top of the match 

requirement under these programs. In particular, because NTIA’s L/C requirement is in addition to 

NTIA’s matching funds requirement (which equals 25 to 30 percent of the project cost), NTIA 

basically requires its broadband provider applicants to effectively have immediate funds identified 

to cover almost 50 percent of the proposed project costs. Smaller companies (without well-funded 

affiliates, parents, or investors) typically do not have this amount of spare funds sitting idle or 

available for such use.   

 

  The USDA Reconnect program that offers grants for broadband deployment does not 

require a standby irrevocable L/C to participate, as this USDA program requires projected financial 

statements for the five years of the proposed construction period. NTIA’s approach should simply 

track USDA’s approach to not require an L/C, but make it an alternative if an applicant does not 

want to provide financial projections. Notably, NTIA never imposed this L/C requirement under 

its prior grant programs and it is not clear what prompted NTIA to adopt this requirement in the 

NOFOs. 

 

  For the foregoing reasons, NTIA’s L/C requirement under the NOFOs fail to “distribute the 

funds in an equitable and nondiscriminatory manner” as the IIJA requires, but also will deter NTIA 

and State broadband offices from selecting the best providers to deliver broadband to unserved and 

underserved households. Accordingly, NTIA should reconsider the L/C requirement.  

 

Thank you for your attention to these important matters. 



 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

  
____________________________ 

Andy Harris, M.D. (MD-01) 

Member of Congress 


